Introduction
The Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) [2] has played a highly significant role in the explosive growth of GRB studies in the afterglow era. The RXTE contributions have been possible because of its ability to rapidly point to a new target, the sensitivity and high-energy response (2 − 60 keV) of the PCA [9] , and the wide-field position-determining capability of the ASM [11] . This overview encompasses work through April 2001.
Observations of afterglows with the PCA
Searches for early x-ray afterglows with the PCA have been accomplished mostly by means of rapid pointings (few hours) of RXTE that direct the PCA FOV toward the near real time BATSE "Locburst" position, when the position has uncertainty less than a few degrees. In addition early GRB positions from the ASM, BeppoSAX, and the Interplanetary Network (IPN) have been used as targets. Raster scans of the region with the 1.0 deg (FWHM) PCA field of view are used to carry out the search; a detection usually can be localized to a few arc minutes; Fig. 1 . Such searches by the RXTE/PCA are dependent on the schedule of upcoming command contacts, and upon the burst location relative to the current celestial pointing direction of RXTE. The PCA typically reached its target within a few hours after notification of the burst location. Fig. 2 . X-ray decay light curves from RXTE. Left: PCA determination of index for GRB 000115. Right: ASM/PCA/Chandra decay of GRB 991216, reported in Halpern et al. [8] four derived from Locburst and one from the ASM; Table 1 . In each case celestial positions were promptly reported to the community. Highlights of PCA detections and follow-on measurements are:
• Radio afterglow in GRB 990506, but with no optical [19] ; host galaxy has z = 1.3 [1] .
• Optical afterglow in GRB 991216 with a break in the decay curve indicating a jet in interstellar medium [8] , radio emission [4] , and a reported lower-limit to the redshift, z > 1.02 [20] .
• X-ray decay indices of 4 bursts; see Table 1 and Fig. 2 .
Observation of GRBs with the ASM
The ASM, with an instantaneous field of view of ∼ 3000 sq. deg. and ∼40% duty cycle, has upon occasion serendipitously observed a burst in the FOV of one of its three Scanning Shadow Cameras (SSCs). A detection in a single camera yields a line of position of a few arc minutes by a few degrees. Such an error region can be reduced with IPN lines of position or with PCA scans. Less frequently, a GRB is detected in both of the two azimuthal cameras that have overlapping FOVs (∼300 sq. deg.). This yields crossed lines of position and an error region of order 10 sq arc min. This is sufficient for radio and optical searches, though PCA or IPN results can further refine the position.
The rate of GRB detection in the overlapping FOVs was initially expected to be ∼1 per year. The actual rate (see "2-SSC" events in Tables 2 and 3 ) turns out to be about twice this because (1) the x-ray portion of the bursts tends to be longer than the gamma-ray portion and (2) the ASM rotates every 100 s which shifts the FOVs 6
• on the sky. This shift can bring a FOV onto a long-duration burst. It can also bring a camera onto a burst that had just been observed with the other azimuthal camera, thus providing crossed lines of position.
In 5.2 years of operation, up to the present (April 2001) a total of 27 probable GRBs have been detected in the ASM. Of these 24 are confirmed as GRBs by gamma-ray detectors on other satellites; Table 2 . Ten of these were detected in 2 SSCs and three were located in a recent global reprocessing of the entire data base. The ASM also recorded at least three other events for which there has been no reported gamma burst from other satellites; Table 3 . Each of the listed events has a hard x-ray spectrum, is at high galactic latitude, and is a one-time detection. Thus they could be x-ray bright GRBs. Two of these appear to be afterglow detections as no fast variability is apparent during the 100-s ASM exposures.
The ASM has been providing rapid celestial positions to the community since the commencement of the afterglow era in 1997; to this date 12 such positions have been reported, sometimes in conjunction with IPN reports. Of these, four were observed in two cameras and hence yielded small uncertainties in two dimensions.
The nearly continuous telemetry stream from RXTE, via the TDRSS satellites, makes possible rapid position determinations, in principle less than an hour and in practice usually within a few hours of the burst occurrence time in the RXTE detectors. The events were typically confirmed as due to GRBs in near real time by a BATSE event and thus could be released rapidly with high confidence, well before IPN positions became available. In one case, GRB 970828, the ASM position determination made possible acquisition of the burst by the PCA only 3.6 h after the burst occurrence at RXTE.
The ASM positions have led to 5 optical afterglows and 2 to 4 redshifts. The range in the latter number depends upon the confidence in the determined redshift and the role the ASM played in instigating the search. As noted, the one-camera detections required other information (IPN, SAX, or PCA) to permit fruitful optical and radio searches. In the case of GRB 991216, the ASM did not catch the burst itself, but did capture the early afterglow at 1.0 h and 2.6 h after the burst. The PCA measured the afterglow of this same burst at 4 h and 11 h. Together with a Chandra observation, these provided an excellent measure of the very early x-ray decay of a GRB [8] ; Fig. 2 . Notable accomplishments that stemmed from ASM results are:
• No optical afterglow was detected in GRB 970828 possibly due to its occurring in a star forming region [6] . Variability in the x-ray afterglow decay was found with ASCA [21] .
• Redshifts were obtained for the host galaxy of GRB 980703 (z = 0.966) [3] and for the afterglow of GRB 000301C (z = 2.04) [10] • The optical afterglow decay of GRB 000301C showed a clear break [16] and remarkable rapid optical variability on time scales of ∼1/2 day [17] [12] suggestive of a microlensing event [7] .
• The x-ray afterglows of GRB 960524 and GRB 991216 were measured by the ASM only 25 min and 1.0 h after the burst, respectively (see above).
• Coincident x-ray (ASM) and gamma-ray light curves of 15 GRBs show marked differences between low and high energies; Fig. 3 . 
Coincident x/gamma light curves
The ASM provides light curves for GRB detections in three x-ray energy bands: 1.5 − 3 keV, 3 − 5 keV, and 5 − 12 keV. In addition, the ASM time series data mode may reveal temporal variability in each channel down to a time resolution of 0.125 s if the GRB is the dominant x-ray source in a camera's FOV. These data provide valuable information in a band not typically monitored by gammaray experiments. (But note, e.g., the x-ray detections of GRBs (< 10 keV) with Ginga [14] and with the currently operational WFC on BeppoSAX [5] .) The ASM in conjunction with gamma-ray detectors on BATSE, BeppoSAX, Ulysses, Konus, and NEAR have yielded multifrequency light curves over the range 1.5 to >300 keV. Fifteen of these have been collected and analyzed by Smith et al. [18] . They show diverse morphologies with striking differences between the x-ray and gamma-ray bands; Fig. 3 . For example, the pronounced 3rd ASM peak of GRB 970815 is not detected in the upper BATSE energy bands. This peak could represent the beginning of the afterglow in the external shock model [13] . This supposition is supported by (1) the ∼ 8−s delay of the peak time in the highest ASM energy channel (∼7 keV) relative to that of the lowest channel (∼2.25 keV) and (2) the achromatic decay of this peak, with decay indices in each of the 3 ASM energy channels consistent with α = 1.3 ± 0.1.
Smith et al. [18] also studied the durations of gamma bursts as a function of energy and compared them with the E −0.5 power law expected from an origin in synchrotron radiation [15] . Examples that match well are the two distinct peaks of GRB 960416 taken separately (Figs. 3, 4a,b) and the single peak (see [18] ) of GRB 000301C (Fig. 4h) . The more complex bursts (see light curves in [18] ) are not consistent with this prediction. Some have flatter curves which widen more slowly than expected with decreasing energy; Fig. 4c,d . Other complex bursts show a flat curve at high energies but an excess at low energies; Fig. 4e ,f. These inconsistencies are probably indicative of complex interactions that violate the assumption of a single infusion of energy followed by cooling through radiation. [18] 5 RXTE burst studies in the HETE era The RXTE will continue to contribute occasional additional positions, light curves, and decay indices of GRBs with increased reliance on ASM self-triggered events and on IPN crossing lines of positions and confirmations, now that BATSE is no longer in orbit. Most important, the RXTE/PCA has the unique potential to acquire a HETE burst extremely rapidly, say within 1/2 hour of the burst and to study the temporal activity in the afterglow with high statistics, a domain not heretofore explored.
